
What is the Security Analysis and Roadmap 

for Cloud service?

Security is the number one concern for enterprises considering public 

cloud adoption. 

With deep expertise in both cloud strategy and security, Leaven –

utilising the proven IP from its partner CTP, a Hewlett-Packard Enterprise 

company – offers complete and holistic cloud security solutions that 

address controls, technology, and continuous governance to deliver a 

secure and compliant cloud that meets regulatory needs and concerns.

Why customers use 

the Security Analysis 

and Roadmap for 

Cloud service

• An actionable plan to 

address the client’s biggest 

fear: security and control in 

the cloud

• Rapid visibility of the client’s 

security posture and any 

gaps to be addressed

• A roadmap to address 

compliance readiness.

The Security Analysis and Roadmap for Cloud 

service is designed to analyse a client’s current 

state of security and controls related to operating in 

the cloud, identify gaps, and build a road map to 

address them, with actionable steps to strengthen 

cloud security.
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Rapid visibility into security 

posture

Secure the cloud

• Review key areas of cloud 

security concerns

• Perform gap assessments

• Create actionable roadmap 

to strengthen cloud security

Dramatically reduce risk

Establish a security framework

• Create a high-level cloud security 

reference architecture

• Establish client-specific, secure 

path forward to the cloud

• Develop implementation plan to 

strengthen the client’s cloud 

security architecture

Comprehensive support of 

security audit process

Ensure cloud compliance

• Enable compliance for any 

regulatory needs

• Address control and process 

concerns associated with 

regulatory scrutiny

Security Analysis and Roadmap 
for Cloud
Assess security gaps with an actionable roadmap to 
establish a secure cloud



Leaven enables New Zealand organisations to accelerate cloud and digital transformation. 

We apply proven methodologies to enable your organisation to adopt public cloud services, innovate on the 

foundation they provide, and optimise and manage your environment, while maintaining governance and 

compliance requirements.

Security Analysis and 

Roadmap for Cloud

Our promise to you

Leveraging our experience and IP 

from hundreds of enterprise cloud 

transformation we will analyse the 

current state of security and 

controls related to operating in the 

cloud, identify gaps, and build a 

roadmap to address the gaps.

An offer to get you started

• Technology and process 

analysis of the top six areas of 

Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) 

standards

or

• Technology and process 

analysis plus gap analysis of 

your control framework

Plus

• Actionable roadmap for 

implementing the necessary 

security capabilities on the 

cloud

Security Analysis and Roadmap for Cloud provides 

the path to a secure Microsoft Azure solution
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Assessment

• Holistic analysis of cloud security

• Comprehensive analysis of governance across 

client’s environment

• Analysis focused across multiple security areas 

known to represent highest risk

Why Leaven?

Tangible Benefits/Desired Outcomes

• An actionable plan to address the client’s biggest fear: security and control in the cloud

• Dramatically reduced risk

• Accelerates cloud adoption

• Rapid visibility of the client’s security posture and any gaps to be addressed

• More comprehensive support of security audit processes

• A roadmap to address compliance readiness

Actionable roadmap

• Generation of enterprise security reference 

architecture

• Recommendations on best practices, tools, and 

solutions

• Support of roadmap through security 

workshops

Sample target Security Reference Architecture


